Chris Hanson
Ed Scheidt showed up and Whitfield Diffie also came by (to see Ed, whom he knows from
way back). Whitfield is not involved with Kryptos.

Font of original Kryptos is a Times Roman font. Sanborn did not know the name. He did
not know the exact name, because he bought the letter templates pre-cut in metal. The
copper plates was spray painted black, and the letters were hand-positioned on the copper
and traced around with a scribe. They were then drilled and cut with a (Bosch) power
jigsaw. Sanborn used about 900 blades. A file attachment was used in the jigsaw to deburr,
but the piece remains quite rough.

The kerning is somewhat inconsistent because the letters were hand laid out. I didn't
get the impression he had enough templates to even lay out and entire line at once.

There is no master plan of the letter layout on Kryptos, because it was laid-out as it
was created (see above). No copy of it was made afterward, and Sanborn does not have
access to the original Kryptos either.

These techniques somewhat discount the idea that there are subliminal channels encoded
in the letter spacing or serifing. I conclude this because if it were an integral part of
the intended solution method, Sanborn would have preserved a copy of it to use as a key,
or reference. Since he did not, I believe he felt no valuable information was lost by
losing those details.

Sanborn showed three small models ok Kryptos, made from (nickel?), chemically photo
double-etched (photo-etched simultaneously from both sides). The smallest S-shaped model
had the tableau side incorrectly oriented (flipped L-R) as compared to the real Kryptos.
This model was also shown rolled into a complete cylinder instead of the usual S. Sanborn
commented that it could be made into a night-light (Cyrillic projector style) but that it
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would need a very small, bright point light source in order for the letter projection to
work. He claims to use mag-light flashlight bulbs for this in testing his macquettes.

The largest model was about 6" tall, and in the traditional S configuration, with the
tableau properly flipped. It had the wrong copyright (98 instead of 88). It had the DYAHR
anomaly, but Doug Gwin noted it lacked the "extra L" anomaly. Sanborn attested that we now
knew more about his sculpture than he did, and that he would appreciate assistance in
ensuring it was true to the original. From this, I conclude that DYAHR is important to the
puzzle (since Sanborn remembered it) ergo the extra L is not for the same reason.

The font is not exactly the same on the models, due to the fragility of the material,
necessitating some changes to the delicate serifs (and the Q interior, etc). This implies
that no subliminal channel is communicated in the serifs.

Also, the kerning, spacing, alignment and justification are not identical to the
full-size Kryptos. Sanborn indicated that it would not be identical, due to his lack of
access to the original layout. This implies that the 'wrapping' technique of folding the
tableau side over onto the ciphertext side is invalid, as it would not hold up identically
in both.

The side that faces the courtyard Sanborn regards as the "front".

Sanborn claims to be not aware of any grafitti on the sculpture.

He also claims to be unaware of the "face on Mars" letters QS or JS carved on the stone.

He indicated that the total budget he was paid for the work was $250,000, and that it
almost bankrupted him because the work stretched into nearly two years -- much longer and
more expensive than he had planned.
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The mistakes on the Cyrillic Projector are his own, and do not indicate anything
special. He did not say anything about the mistakes in Kryptos itself, and I believe
refused to answer anything about the ilqusion error when it was raised (by Doug Gwin, I
believe)

Sanborn's father worked for a long time at the Library of Congress, and eventually
helped him get some translation Arabic work done after unsatisfactory initial translations
by non-impartial third-parties.

He confirmed again that there was no other author involved because he realized that no
one else could write what needed to be written, and that he could be the only person who
knew the solution.

There are two copies of the solution in two different safety deposit boxes, in case
something happens to Sanborn. He claims to not remember exactly what the solution is, and
has tried not to remember it. His girlfriend Jae and another party ("Muffin"?) in Tucson
Arizona have the K4 "Test" criteria. This is a set of several letters in several positions
that each person knows. The person with the purported solution will be challenged one
letter at a time to reveal the letter at the test position, one at a time. Only if all the
letters fit will the test conclude with the solution being escalated for further validation.

Sanborn would not address how many letters K4 has. However, while discussing the K4
Test procedure, he did mention various random letter positions, including "96". He did not
mention any numbers above "96".

Sanborn taught at one time. He taught at another college (I did not note the name) and
at University of Maryland. I didn't write down what subjects he taught, but he mentioned
having a hard time because it was subjects he hadn't himself studied and had to read ahead
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of the students each week before teaching.
He mentioned that Kryptos is now featured in modern high-school math texts, in a
section on matrices. I mentioned that Kryptos didn't use mathematical matrices, and he
refuted "but it does". I did not get any clarification from him on this, but to my grasp,
Kryptos does not (in P1-3) use matrices in a mathematical definition.

Sanborn implied that the extraneous dots in the Morse code are "spacers" because he
wanted something there to fill the space. He claims that the plates with the morse dots
actually extend into the rock, and all the way down between each layer of stone. He
implied that the morse dots go all the way under the stone layers too, but I find this
hard to believe and he may have been speaking metaphorically. This is partially because he
indicated that the courtyard slabs were also intended to have morse, but did not due to
time and budget. If he were already running short of time and money, I don't think he
would have cut morse into plates that will never be seen. He indicated that the dots are
simply drilled, the dashes are drilled at each end and cut by jigsaw.

Sanborn did do the landscaping design of the grasses, and I assume the trees in the
courtyard. I expect he did the front door area landscaping too. The area where the Morse
slab, compass slab and triangle block are is considered the Front door.

Sanborn spoke of being derided and harassed by CIA staff during construction, until
he wrote a letter to the staff. He seemed to believe we would know about the letter, but I
wasn't familiar with it.

He spoke (as before) of having the whole place (including his work) inspected nightly
by "neutron x-ray" and ground-penetrating radar to watch for undesired installations. This
was related as being caused by the then-recent US Embassy in Moscow fiasco.

Are the coordinates intended to point to Kryptos itself? "They are what they are." He
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indicated that the benchmark he had worked from was very close to the front entrance, just
north of it and close to the building wall. Whole bit about location and burying
(emphasized several times, but somewhat metaphorically) is red herring?

Copper plates comes from Revere company -- originally owned by Paul Revere. One of the
only places to get such materials. I believe it is "110 copper", nearly 100% pure copper.

Arrangement of stone slabs is meant to represent a single exposed formation that
predates the CIA construction. He looked at our airphoto diagrams with some enthusiasm,
and was happy to see his intent confirmed -- that he had achieved this arrangement.
Apparently, while he designed it this way, he had no way of confirming while he was there
that it had been laid out properly.

The compass needle is intended to point to the lodestone. Sanborn seemed unaware of
anything else it might point at (watertower and Kryptos screen).

He indicated that Triangle Block is where we think it is. He was unaware that it did
not appear visible in the macquette footage and commented that it might have just been
knocked off the table, since they were not fastened down.

No mention was made of a Part 5, though no one asked about it.

The straight seams found in the larger stone slab pieces are there in order to make the
pieces small enough to fit through the building doors and light enough to make them
movable by (specially designed) cart. Sanborn claimed he had to build a special rig to
help tilt them off the cart and into place.

He uses a Mac (G3) and has a new G5 but hasn't figured out how to transfer the data to
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it. I jokingly offered to help move all that secretive data. ;). He declined.

He mentioned that he was never allowed to take his own photos on-site. The CIA took the
photos with their camera after he lined up the shot. They developed the film themselves
and sent the prints and slides. Apparently there were some other "bonus" photos included
that weren't Sanborn's. Much mre interesting than when you get someone else's Bar Mitzvah
photos mixed in with yours when you pick them up at the drugstore. ;)

We may have an audio log of first hour, which I have not tried to play back yet. I will
see if anything is intelligible and maybe convert it to MP3 for everyone if it is.

Ed Scheidt showed up and Whitfield Diffie also came by (to see Ed, whom he knows from
way back). Whitfield is not involved with Kryptos.

Font of original Kryptos is a Times Roman font. Sanborn did not know the name. He did
not know the exact name, because he bought the letter templates pre-cut in metal. The
copper plates was spray painted black, and the letters were hand-positioned on the copper
and traced around with a scribe. They were then drilled and cut with a (Bosch) power
jigsaw. Sanborn used about 900 blades. A file attachment was used in the jigsaw to deburr,
but the piece remains quite rough.
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The kerning is somewhat inconsistent because the letters were hand laid out. I didn't
get the impression he had enough templates to even lay out and entire line at once.

There is no master plan of the letter layout on Kryptos, because it was laid-out as it
was created (see above). No copy of it was made afterward, and Sanborn does not have
access to the original Kryptos either.

These techniques somewhat discount the idea that there are subliminal channels encoded
in the letter spacing or serifing. I conclude this because if it were an integral part of
the intended solution method, Sanborn would have preserved a copy of it to use as a key,
or reference. Since he did not, I believe he felt no valuable information was lost by
losing those details.

Sanborn showed three small models ok Kryptos, made from (nickel?), chemically photo
double-etched (photo-etched simultaneously from both sides). The smallest S-shaped model
had the tableau side incorrectly oriented (flipped L-R) as compared to the real Kryptos.
This model was also shown rolled into a complete cylinder instead of the usual S. Sanborn
commented that it could be made into a night-light (Cyrillic projector style) but that it
would need a very small, bright point light source in order for the letter projection to
work. He claims to use mag-light flashlight bulbs for this in testing his macquettes.

The largest model was about 6" tall, and in the traditional S configuration, with the
tableau properly flipped. It had the wrong copyright (98 instead of 88). It had the DYAHR
anomaly, but Doug Gwin noted it lacked the "extra L" anomaly. Sanborn attested that we now
knew more about his sculpture than he did, and that he would appreciate assistance in
ensuring it was true to the original. From this, I conclude that DYAHR is important to the
puzzle (since Sanborn remembered it) ergo the extra L is not for the same reason.
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The font is not exactly the same on the models, due to the fragility of the material,
necessitating some changes to the delicate serifs (and the Q interior, etc). This implies
that no subliminal channel is communicated in the serifs.

Also, the kerning, spacing, alignment and justification are not identical to the
full-size Kryptos. Sanborn indicated that it would not be identical, due to his lack of
access to the original layout. This implies that the 'wrapping' technique of folding the
tableau side over onto the ciphertext side is invalid, as it would not hold up identically
in both.

The side that faces the courtyard Sanborn regards as the "front".

Sanborn claims to be not aware of any grafitti on the sculpture.

He also claims to be unaware of the "face on Mars" letters QS or JS carved on the stone.

He indicated that the total budget he was paid for the work was $250,000, and that it
almost bankrupted him because the work stretched into nearly two years -- much longer and
more expensive than he had planned.

The mistakes on the Cyrillic Projector are his own, and do not indicate anything
special. He did not say anything about the mistakes in Kryptos itself, and I believe
refused to answer anything about the ilqusion error when it was raised (by Doug Gwin, I
believe)

Sanborn's father worked for a long time at the Library of Congress, and eventually
helped him get some translation Arabic work done after unsatisfactory initial translations
by non-impartial third-parties.
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He confirmed again that there was no other author involved because he realized that no
one else could write what needed to be written, and that he could be the only person who
knew the solution.

There are two copies of the solution in two different safety deposit boxes, in case
something happens to Sanborn. He claims to not remember exactly what the solution is, and
has tried not to remember it. His girlfriend Jae and another party ("Muffin"?) in Tucson
Arizona have the K4 "Test" criteria. This is a set of several letters in several positions
that each person knows. The person with the purported solution will be challenged one
letter at a time to reveal the letter at the test position, one at a time. Only if all the
letters fit will the test conclude with the solution being escalated for further validation.

Sanborn would not address how many letters K4 has. However, while discussing the K4
Test procedure, he did mention various random letter positions, including "96". He did not
mention any numbers above "96".

Sanborn taught at one time. He taught at another college (I did not note the name) and
at University of Maryland. I didn't write down what subjects he taught, but he mentioned
having a hard time because it was subjects he hadn't himself studied and had to read ahead
of the students each week before teaching.
He mentioned that Kryptos is now featured in modern high-school math texts, in a
section on matrices. I mentioned that Kryptos didn't use mathematical matrices, and he
refuted "but it does". I did not get any clarification from him on this, but to my grasp,
Kryptos does not (in P1-3) use matrices in a mathematical definition.

Sanborn implied that the extraneous dots in the Morse code are "spacers" because he
wanted something there to fill the space. He claims that the plates with the morse dots
actually extend into the rock, and all the way down between each layer of stone. He
implied that the morse dots go all the way under the stone layers too, but I find this
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hard to believe and he may have been speaking metaphorically. This is partially because he
indicated that the courtyard slabs were also intended to have morse, but did not due to
time and budget. If he were already running short of time and money, I don't think he
would have cut morse into plates that will never be seen. He indicated that the dots are
simply drilled, the dashes are drilled at each end and cut by jigsaw.

Sanborn did do the landscaping design of the grasses, and I assume the trees in the
courtyard. I expect he did the front door area landscaping too. The area where the Morse
slab, compass slab and triangle block are is considered the Front door.

Sanborn spoke of being derided and harassed by CIA staff during construction, until
he wrote a letter to the staff. He seemed to believe we would know about the letter, but I
wasn't familiar with it.

He spoke (as before) of having the whole place (including his work) inspected nightly
by "neutron x-ray" and ground-penetrating radar to watch for undesired installations. This
was related as being caused by the then-recent US Embassy in Moscow fiasco.

Are the coordinates intended to point to Kryptos itself? "They are what they are." He
indicated that the benchmark he had worked from was very close to the front entrance, just
north of it and close to the building wall. Whole bit about location and burying
(emphasized several times, but somewhat metaphorically) is red herring?

Copper plates comes from Revere company -- originally owned by Paul Revere. One of the
only places to get such materials. I believe it is "110 copper", nearly 100% pure copper.

Arrangement of stone slabs is meant to represent a single exposed formation that
predates the CIA construction. He looked at our airphoto diagrams with some enthusiasm,
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and was happy to see his intent confirmed -- that he had achieved this arrangement.
Apparently, while he designed it this way, he had no way of confirming while he was there
that it had been laid out properly.

The compass needle is intended to point to the lodestone. Sanborn seemed unaware of
anything else it might point at (watertower and Kryptos screen).

He indicated that Triangle Block is where we think it is. He was unaware that it did
not appear visible in the macquette footage and commented that it might have just been
knocked off the table, since they were not fastened down.

No mention was made of a Part 5, though no one asked about it.

The straight seams found in the larger stone slab pieces are there in order to make the
pieces small enough to fit through the building doors and light enough to make them
movable by (specially designed) cart. Sanborn claimed he had to build a special rig to
help tilt them off the cart and into place.

He uses a Mac (G3) and has a new G5 but hasn't figured out how to transfer the data to
it. I jokingly offered to help move all that secretive data. ;). He declined.

He mentioned that he was never allowed to take his own photos on-site. The CIA took the
photos with their camera after he lined up the shot. They developed the film themselves
and sent the prints and slides. Apparently there were some other "bonus" photos included
that weren't Sanborn's. Much mre interesting than when you get someone else's Bar Mitzvah
photos mixed in with yours when you pick them up at the drugstore. ;)

We may have an audio log of first hour, which I have not tried to play back yet. I will
see if anything is intelligible and maybe convert it to MP3 for everyone if it is.
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